Entrepreneurial university: One more door in the intricate innovation maze
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2011 › Research › peer-review

Exploring the role of knowledge and technology transfer in innovation systems
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2011 › Research › peer-review

Strategic Management: The theory and practice of strategy in (business) organizations.
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2011 › Research › peer-review

The challenge of a greener European construction sector: Views on technology-driven (eco)innovation
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2011 › Research › peer-review

An Innovation Systems Perspective on EU Governance of Energy Innovation
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2009 › Research

A triple Helix Approach to the Future Innovation Flagship of Europe: Exploring the Strategic Deployment of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

Overview and Analysis of the Japanese and US Innovation Systems
Jofre, S., 2009, Karlsruhe: Institut für Thermische Strömungsmaschinen, Universität Karlsruhe. 48 p.
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2009 › Research

Partnerships for innovation and deployment
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2009 › Research

Strategizing on innovation systems: Alternative scenarios for university-government-industry collaboration on sustainable energy innovation
Jofre, S., 2009.
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

SUCCESS WP2 DL. 2.2- BEST PRACTICES REPORT: An analysis of four case studies
Case Analysis: The Risoe DTU-Vestas Collaboration on Wind Power Technology
Jofre, S., 2008, SUCCESS WP2 DL 2.2- BEST PRACTICES REPORT: An analysis of four case studies. p. 47-60
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2008 › Research › peer-review

Jofre, S., 2008
Research output: Non-textual form › Sound/Visual production (digital) – Annual report year: 2008 › Education

Overview and analysis of the Japanese and US innovation systems
Jofre, S., 2008
Research output: Non-textual form › Sound/Visual production (digital) – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Overview and analysis of the Japanese and US innovation systems
Jofre, S., 2008.
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Waste Management of Electric and Electronic Equipment: Comparative Analysis of End-of-life Strategies
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2005 › Research › peer-review

Eco-Evolution: An Evolutionary-Oriented Strategy for Sustainable Product Development

A New Eco-design Strategy to Assess Sustainable Environmental Innovations
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2003 › Research › peer-review

Comparative Analysis of End-of-life Strategies for Home Appliances in Japan, America, and the European Union
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2003 › Research › peer-review

Evaluation of Efficient Repair System for Electrical/Electronic Equipment by Reuse
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2003 › Research › peer-review

Strategy and Principles for Sustainable Product Development of Home Appliances
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2003 › Research › peer-review

Activities:

High-level OECD Conference: ICTs, the Environment and Climate Change
Sergio Jofre (Participant)
27 May 2009 → 28 May 2009
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising a conference
Sergio Jofre (Reviewer)
20 Apr 2009 → 24 Apr 2009
Activity: Editorial work and peer review › Peer review of manuscripts › Research

Analysis of DTU Management Competence, Its Equivalent Abroad and Potential Strategic Alliances (Journal)
Sergio Jofre (Reviewer)
15 Feb 2009 → 5 Mar 2009
Activity: Editorial work and peer review › Peer review of manuscripts › Research

DIME International Conference: Innovation, sustainability and policy (DIME GREThA); 2008
Sergio Jofre (Participant)
11 Sep 2008 → 13 Sep 2008
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising a conference

Networked observatory on Eco-innovation
Sergio Jofre (Participant)
2 Jun 2008
Activity: Other

OECD-Workshop – ICTs and Environmental Challenges
Sergio Jofre (Participant)
22 May 2008 → 23 May 2008
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.